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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev31
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev31
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4685.
58520 ja translation for ”File into” and ”Copy into”
Japanese translations were misleading for ”File into” and ”Copy into”.
Changed translation as required.
58509 Moveuserﬁlestore fails with NPE
Moveuserﬁlestore used wrong ﬁlestore.
This has been ﬁxed by using properly loaded ﬁlestore.
58493 Filter rules are not translated in Japanese
Added missing translation inside ﬁlter rules.
58491 Folder context menu is not shown in mobile UI
Contextmenu property was not properly set and considered on mobile.
This has been solved by adding property to folder node and adjust handling.
58279 No Uniﬁed Quota service available for ﬁle storage
This was caused by a wrong order of checks.
This has been ﬁxed by adjusting the order.
58265 Inaccurate quota error message to the customer during IMAP connection issues
This has been ﬁxed by adding ”[TRYCREATE]” to known IMAP response codes.
58079 Unclear and not translated error message when validation failed for anyof sieve rule
Missing validation for an empty nested rule.
This has been solved by adding validation for an empty nested rule.
58052 Attachment name containing circled numbers ??? is garbled
This was casued by an intentional support for a minimal set of character.
This has been solved by also supporting various chinese, japanese and korean character in ﬁle
names.
57529 Subscribe push is failing on server
Was caused by a deadlock when registering permanent push listeners.
This has been ﬁxed by resolving possible deadlock situation when registering permanent push listeners through less excessive locking.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Conﬁguration Files

Change #SCR-175 Added new property com.openexchange.server.migrationRedirectURL to
server.properties
From the server.properties:
#Specifies the redirect URI/URL during cluster migration to which a client is redirected
in case it landed on a unsuitable node (running incompatible application code).
#E.g. a user gets routed to a node running application code in version X, but that account
has already been migrated to application code in version Y, e. g.: http://1.2.3.4
#No default value
com.openexchange.server.migrationRedirectURL=
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

58520, 58509, 58493, 58491, 58279, 58265, 58079, 58052, 57529,
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